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Highlights 

 We identify the displaced commercial risk DCR exposure of Islamic banks. 
 We identify the scenarios of displaced commercial risk exposure to compute the DCR 

Profits and Losses to Islamic banks shareholders. 
 Scenarios of risk depend on the actual rate of return on investment accounts, the 

benchmark rate of return and level of existing reserves to mitigate the DCR. 
 We assess the capital charge needed to cover the displaced commercial risk using the 

Value-at-risk measure of risk, DCR-VaR. 
 We assess the coefficient alpha α CAR-VaR for the capital adequacy ratio for Islamic 

banks. 
 We consider three methods, the Historical non-parametric VaR, the parametric-VaR and 

the Extreme Value Theory-VaR. 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The objective of the research is to quantify the displaced commercial risk (DCR) based on 
quantitative finance techniques. We develop an internal model based on the Value-at-risk 
(VaR) measure of risk to assess the DCR-VaR and the alpha coefficient  in the capital 
adequacy ratio of Islamic banks. We identify first the scenarios of exposure of Islamic banks to 
DCR that depend on the actual return on unrestricted profit sharing investment accounts 
(PSIAU), the benchmark return as well as the level of the existing profit equalization reserve 
(PER) and investment risk reserve (IRR). Second, we quantify the DCR-VaR and the alpha 
coefficient  for a given holding period and for given confidence level. We illustrate 
the DCR-VaR model on selected Islamic banks from Bahrain. Our model helps to better assess 
the needed equity to cover the DCR and an accurate capital adequacy ratio for Islamic banks. 
The model has also policy implications for regulators and the IFSB to develop better guidance 
on good practices in managing this risk.  
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Abbreviations 
 
 
AAOIFI: Accounting and Auditing Organization of Islamic Financial Institutions 
CBs: Conventional banks 
CBB: Central Bank of Bahrain 
DCR: Displaced commercial risk 
DCR-VaR: The Value-at-Risk measure of the displaced commercial risk 
DCR P&L: Displaced commercial risk Profit and Loss series  
EVT: Extreme Value Theory 
IBs: Islamic banks 
IFSB: Islamic Financial Services Board 
IRR: Investment Risk Reserve 
PSIAU: Unrestricted Profit Sharing Investment Accounts 
PER: Profit Equalization Reserve 
VaR: Value-at-Risk 

: alpha coefficient in the capital adequacy ratio for IBs needed by the central bank of 
Bahrain (as recommended by the IFSB) 

: alpha coefficient in the capital adequacy ratio for IBs calculated based on Value at 
risk tool. 
 
Keywords: Displaced commercial risk; Value-at-risk; Extreme value theory; Profit 
equalization reserve; Investment risk reserve, capital adequacy ratio. 
 

1. Introduction 
Managing risks has always been at the heart of any bank’s activity. The goal of a prudent 

financial risk management is crucial to maximize the bank value and to ensure its stability and 
profitability (Abedifar et al., 2013; Mollah et al., 2016). Risk management in Islamic banks 
(hereafter, IBs) deserves special attention as they present specific aspects such as the 
intermediation scheme, the financial instruments and the governance which expose these 
institutions to a new breed of risks that have to be managed (Abedifar et al., 2013). Whereas 
IBs are different from conventional banks (hereafter, CBs), these institutions are nevertheless 
subject to a similar framework and procedures for analyzing and assessing their exposure to 
risks (Mokni et al., 2014; Rosman, 2009). The Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB), the 
standard setting body for the Islamic banking industry, recommends IBs to have adequate 
systems to identify measure, evaluate, monitor, report and mitigate risks in the banking book on 
a timely basis (IFSB-17, 2015). 
 

Our research focuses on the risk management process of a specific risk to IBs named the 
displaced commercial risk (hereafter, DCR) resulting from the management of profit 
distributions on Unrestricted Profit Sharing Investment Accounts (hereafter, PSIAU) governed 
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on the Mudarabah basis in which the PSIAs holders act as fund providers (Rabb-ul-mal) and 
the IB acts as a fund manager (Mudarib). The IB invests PSIAU funds on behalf of PSIAU 
holders and as a Mudarib, the Islamic bank is entitled to a Mudarib share which is a share of 
profits (and not losses) earned on the PSIAU funds managed. The contractual obligations of 
Mudarabah stipulate that profits are shared in a pre-agreed ratio between the IB and the PSIAU 
depositors while losses are to be borne only by depositors except in the case of misconduct, 
negligence or breach of contracted terms by the IB (AAOIFI, 2015a). Theoretically, the 
Mudarabah contract works under the banner « Profit sharing and loss bearing » unlike the 
contract Musharakah which is under the banner « Profit and loss sharing ».However, the 
original theoretical framework of the profit sharing and loss bearing principles that governs the 
PSIAU deposits under Mudarabah is not practiced under special market conditions. Recent 
studies highlight the divergence between the treatment of PSIAU in practice and the theoretical 
conception (Archer and Karim, 2009, 2006; El-Hawary et al., 2007; Karim, 2001; Toumi and 
Viviani, 2013). Another set of studies provide systematic evidence that most IBs manage profit 
distributions to PSIAU depositors and smooth returns paid to them (Farook et al., 2012; Taktak, 
2011; Zoubi and Al-Khazali, 2007).  
 

The DCR arises when the actual rate of return on PSIAU deposits under Mudarabah is lower 
than the expectations of PSIAU holders that follow current market expectations, generally 
equivalent to the rate of returns offered on an alternative investment with similar risk (Toumi 
and Viviani, 2013). In case of a low actual rate of return PSIAU holders will be tempted to 
withdraw PSIAU funds to place them in other institutions offering better returns (Aysan et al., 
2016). This massive withdrawal risk threatens the bank's commercial position as well as the 
stability of the financial system and may cause systemic risk. The competition may force IBs 
and their shareholders to forego part of their profits to pay comparable and competitive rates of 
return to PSIA depositors resulting in them having to bear losses in cases when the returns fall 
short. Supervisors may require also a profit payout mechanism to PSIAU that provides some 
protection in order to avoid a systemic risk. A necessary consequence of the smoothing 
practices adopted by IBs to match market expectations is that a portion (or all) of the risk 
arising from assets managed on behalf of PSIAU holders is effectively transferred to the IB 
capital, a phenomenon known as the displaced commercial risk DCR. The DCR affects thus the 
IB capital and requires an additional capital charge.  

 
This new risk in the banking sector adds considerable challenges to regulators and IBs in 

assessing the actual risk borne by the shareholders. In most jurisdictions, the frameworks for 
the measurement of DCR in IBs still rare despite the efforts of the IFSB in this area which 
published in March 2011 guidance note on the determination of a DCR measurement 
framework. The IFSB has already provided a mechanism to measure the DCR  for IBs and 
reflects it with the alpha α coefficient in the supervisory discretion formula of calculation of the 
capital adequacy ratio CAR for IBs (IFSB-2, 2005; IFSB-GN 4, 2011). The alpha “ ” 
coefficient reflects the proportion of the risk weighted assets funded by PSIAU to be displaced 
from PSIAU holders to shareholders. IFSB suggests to measure alpha “ ” by the ratio of 
actual exposure to DCR to the maximum exposure to DCR (IFSB-GN 4, 2011). The formula of 
DCR and thus alpha “ ” are calculated based on the measure of the variability of 
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shareholders returns on equity given by the standard deviation measure of variability (or 
variance). The relation between alpha “ ” and the actual exposure to DCR is positive. 
Higher actual returns smoothing on PSIAU imply higher actual risk transfer to shareholders 
increasing thus the alpha “ ” that the highest value is 1. In some jurisdictions, the value of 
alpha “ ” still being subject to supervisory discretion and does not take into consideration 
the specificities of each IB's own practices in terms of smoothing (Daher et al., 2015; Toumi 
and Viviani, 2013) (i.e, 50% in Bahrain, etc.). 
 

Currently, the estimation of the DCR as recommended by the IFSB as well as the 
coefficient alpha “ ” presents some weaknesses. First, it is mainly because it is based on a 
simple formula of risk measure based on the standard deviation (or variance) of shareholders 
returns on equity that gives a measure of the volatility of returns about their mean. 
Nevertheless, using such a classical and simple volatility formula has two shortcomings. In one 
side, the average return may not represent the true mean of the return distribution. In the other 
side, the problem relates to the arbitrary choice of the length of the historical returns sample 
(Saita, 2007). Second, the measure suggested by IFSB ignores the extreme scenario where the 
PSIAs holders occur losses and their investment returns are negative. However, this issue is 
important mainly in jurisdictions when depositors are highly protected by the governments and 
central banks for strategic reasons. The capital adequacy ratio for IBs is highly sensitive to 
changes in the value of DCR and alpha “ ” An inaccurate assessment might lead to IBs 
being significantly undercapitalized which therefore threatens financial stability. Conversely, 
carrying excess amounts of capital could impair their ability to compete (Daher et al., 2015). 
Capital is a key resource for both shareholders and managers who are interested in a bank’s 
ability to survive while offering an attractive return for shareholders. At the same time, capital 
is important for financial system supervisors who are interested in safeguarding the stability of 
the system by reducing the risk of bank failures (Berger et al., 1995). Therefore, in banking 
systems where the DCR is a significant factor, the volume of PSIAU deposits is therefore vitally 
important and consequently raises questions on an appropriate measure to assess the DCR as 
well as the required and the economic capital more precisely.  

 
As a less sophisticated measure of DCR and the coefficient alpha “ ” exists 

currently, the objective of the research is to suggest an appropriate DCR measure based on 
advanced quantitative finance methods instead of that of the standard deviation (or variance) 
suggested by the IFSB. The standard mathematical and quantitative finance approach to 
modelling risks uses the language of probability theory. Risks are random variables mapping 
unforeseen future states of the world into values representing profits and losses. The potential 
values of a risk have also a probability distribution. 

 
An IB should quantify the amount of capital needed to face potential losses deriving 

from the DCR the IB is running. The Value-at-risk (hereafter, VaR) is the typical tool used by 
most banks for this purpose. We develop an internal model based on it to assess the amount of 
the capital charge needed; we note the DCR-VaR. The needed equity level is obtained for a 
given probability level, α, and a given time horizon. For this purpose, we identify the different 
scenarios of transfer of risk from PSIAU holders to shareholders. The identified scenarios take 
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into consideration the return smoothing policies specific to each IB and the level of existing 
prudential reserves, the profit equalization reserve (hereafter, PER) and the investment risk 
reserve (hereafter, IRR). Furthermore, we give a measure of the coefficient alpha “ ” based 
on VaR approach. For case studies, we consider IBs from the Bahrain banking system to 
measure the DCR-VaR. Only IBs that collect PSIAU deposits under Mudarabah contract and 
disclose minimum financial information about their DCR exposure are retained. The lack of 
transparency on DCR management in IBs annual reports constraints us to select only three IBs. 
To assess DCR-VaR, we conduct two data selection methods. The first is based on financial 
statement data. The second is based on market data in which we perform an advanced analysis 
and we make some assumptions on the IBs investment and benchmark portfolios because the 
available historical data of the selected banks are few.  
 

Our study adds to the growing literature on regulation and risk management in IBs 
(Archer et al., 2010; Archer and Karim, 2009; Daher et al., 2015; El-Hawary et al., 2007; 
Farook et al., 2012; Fiennes, 2007; Mejia et al., 2014; Toumi et al., 2011) and makes a number 
of important contributions. First, our paper differs from the previous descriptive theoretical 
studies that exploring PSIAU as a unique nature of liabilities in the Islamic banking industry 
and highlightening the necessity to pay sufficient attention in manage risks arising from it. 
Second, our research contributes in computing the DCR based on advanced quantitative finance 
methodologies using  the Value-at-risk tool, a well-known in financial mathematics that 
becomes a standard risk measure for financial risk management and regulation due to its 
conceptual simplicity and ease of computation (Kaplanski and Levy, 2007). We extend our 
analysis to the Extreme Value Theory (EVT) VaR, one of the most accurate and important 
frameworks to the Value-at-risk concept. In our knowledge, no previous studies apply the VaR-
Extreme Value Theory to quantify the DCR. Third, our research may have implications for the 
IBs under internal model approach for Pillar 2 risks estimation. The DCR-VaR framework 
might be considered as alternative method to that suggested by IFSB which is based on a 
simple formula to measure the risk, the standard deviation (or variance). We note that the IFSB 
allows for an internal model approach. The DCR-VaR framework could thus help IBs to better 
assess the risk and thus the required economic capital for an effective risk management 
purposes. Fourth, our models have also policy implications for the IFSB as well as for 
regulators of Islamic financial institutions who want to develop better guidance on good 
practices in managing the DCR. The phenomenon of profit management on PSIAU is relevant 
and may occur either in a dual banking system environment or in a fully Islamic banking 
context (Toumi and Viviani, 2013). An important regulatory challenge is to ensure that PSIAU 
deposits at IBs are treated in a manner that is consistent with financial stability (Kammer et al., 
2015). 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the IFSB approach and the 

DCR-VaR we suggest in quantifying the DCR and the coefficient alpha “ ”, section 3 
presents case studies of IBs in Bahrain and section 4 concludes the paper. 
 

2. DCR measurement frameworks 
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The competition may force IBs shareholders to forego part of their profits to smooth the 
payout to PSIAU holders in order to match market expectations and pay comparable and 
competitive rates of return, exposing them to DCR. IBs use various techniques to smooth 
returns on PSIAU (Archer et al., 2010; Archer and Karim, 2009; IFSB-17, 2015). IBs can adjust 
the Mudarib share that consists of temporarily reducing the bank Muḍarib share below the 
contractual share which tends in practice to be set at a maximum level (even if the institution is 
not contractually obliged to do so) (IFSB-15, 2013; IFSB-17, 2015). The share actually 
distributed is liable to vary from period to period depending on the actual rate of return on 
assets portfolio financed by PSIAU funds. IBs can furthermore transfer from shareholders 
income to PSIAU holders (IFSB-15, 2013; IFSB-17, 2015). The mechanism consists of 
donating some portion of the shareholders' income to PSIAU holders on the basis of Hibah, with 
the shareholders’ approval, to offer a level of return close to the market benchmark. The 
shareholders' decision to agree to give up a part (or all) of their income means that they accept 
that the risk related to assets portfolio returns financed by PSIAU funds (partly or wholly) is 
displaced and to be borne largely by themselves.  
 

To avoid transferring the risk to shareholders, IBs may establish two specific prudential 
reserves, the Profit Equalization Reserve (hereafter, PER) and the investment risk reserve 
(hereafter, IRR), as recommended by the IFSB (IFSB-15, 2013; IFSB-17, 2015; IFSB-2, 2005) 
and AAOIFI (AAOIFI, 2015b, 2015c). The volume of the retained PER and IRR for each 
period is positively correlated to the gross returns generated by assets financed by PSIAU funds 
(Sundararajan, 2007). The use of PER and IRR has similarities with the use of conventional 
revenue reserves to smooth dividend payouts to shareholders. Whereas in case of conventional 
reserves that belong only to shareholders and are reflected in their share value, PSIA holders 
have no right to vote for or against the use of these reserves decided by the IB (Archer and 
Karim, 2006; Sundararajan, 2008). Farook et al. (2012) find a significant positive relationship 
between the magnitude of profit distribution management in IBs and the existence of 
discretionary PER and IRR reserves. The ability to manage profit smoothing is increased with 
the creation of dedicated discretionary reserves to that effect. Return smoothing using reserves 
could be conducted under regulatory pressure in addition to commercial pressure. In several 
jurisdictions, regulators take the view that IBs should not allow PSIAU holders to suffer from a 
loss or a major fall in their returns (Archer and Karim, 2009; El-Hawary et al., 2007; Mejia et 
al., 2014). The  regulator could assimilate PSIA holders as conventional depositors who bear no 
risk or as partially risk absorbent depositors (instead of being investors who bear all risks of 
losses) (Toumi and Viviani, 2013). Return smoothing becomes thus obligatory instead of being 
voluntary. Considering these practices, when the accumulated PER and IRR are insufficient to 
smooth the PSIAU holder returns, the IBs adjust the Mudarib share if obliged, and reduce it 
below the level determined in the contract.  

 
2.1. DCR-IFSB approach 

IFSB identifies the DCR as the extent of additional risk by IBs shareholders compared to 
the situation where PSIAs holders assume all commercial risks (IFSB-GN 4, 2011). The 
transfer of risk from PSIAU holders to shareholders induces the volatility of shareholders return 
on equity, rE, which is the starting point to DCR-IFSB approach to measure the risk. The 
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measurement of the volatility of returns on shareholders’ equity is given by the simple formula 
of standard deviation (or variance) (See IFSB GN-4 :19, 2011). The actual DCR facing 
shareholders which is the main determinant of capital requirement is the difference between the 
variance of the actual rate of return on equity  and the variance of the rate of return on equity 
that the shareholders would have received in the absence of income transfer to PSIAs holders 
(See IFSB GN-4 :8, 2011).  

 

     (1) 
 
Maximum DCR = σ(rE1)  – σ(rE0)     (2) 
 
Actual DCR= σ(rE2) – σ(rE0)      (3) 
 

With :   
αCAR-IFSB : Coefficient in the supervisory discretion formula to calculate the proportion of risk transferred 

from PSIAU holders to shareholders. 
rE0  : Rate of return on equity with no payouts smoothing to PSIAU holders. 
σ(rE0)  : Unexpected loss to shareholders when PSIAs are treated as pure investment products  
rE1  : Rate of return on equity with maximum payouts smoothing to PSIAU holders  (where there is no 

risk transfer). 
σ(rE1)  : Unexpected loss to shareholders when PSIAs are treated as pure deposit-like products (but it 

doesn't takes in consideration losses to PSIAU holders). 
rE2  : Rate of return on equity with partial payouts smoothing to PSIAU holders (where the risk 
transfer is positive). 
σ(rE2)  : Unexpected loss to shareholders when PSIAs are treated as being in-between pure investment 

and pure deposit-like products (but it doesn't takes into consideration losses to PSIAU holders). 
 
Currently, the estimation of the DCR and alpha “ ” as recommended by the IFSB presents 
some weaknesses mainly because in one side it is based on a simple formula of risk measure 
based on the standard deviation (or variance) of shareholders returns that gives a measure of the 
volatility of returns about their mean. Nevertheless, using such a classical volatility formula has 
two shortcomings (Saita, 2007). First, the average return may not represent the true mean of the 
return distribution. Second, the problem relates to the arbitrary choice of the length of the 
historical returns sample. In the other side, the IFSB ignores the extreme scenario where the 
PSIAs holders occur losses and their investment returns are negative. The IFSB GN-4 doesn’t 
explain how the IB could manage this extreme situation when the accumulated IRR are 
insufficient to absorb losses. This issue is important mainly in jurisdictions where depositors 
are highly protected by governments and central banks. We feel vital to consider this extreme 
scenario when modeling the DCR because PSIAU depositors are still considered as pure 
conventional depositors and should not suffer from any losses in many jurisdictions. 
 

2.2.DCR-VaR approach 
We suggest a DCR measurement framework based on quantitative finance techniques instead 
of that of the standard deviation (or variance) suggested by the IFSB. Instead of measuring the 
volatility of shareholders returns measured by the standard deviation of returns on equity, Er , 
we suggest that IBs assess the amount of capital charge needed to face potential losses that 
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might be absorbed by IBs shareholders deriving from the risk transferred from PSIAU holders. 
The starting point for our DCR approach is the volatility of returns generated from the assets 
financed by the PSIAU funds. The DCR arises when the actual rate of return on PSIAU deposits, 

Ir , is lower than the expectations of PSIAU holders that follow current market expectations, 
generally equivalent to the rate of returns offered on an alternative investment with similar risk, 

Br .  
 
We define thus the DCR “as the additional potential losses that IBs shareholders absorb (if 
necessary) to make sure that the PSIAU holders are paid a rate of return equivalent to a 
benchmark rate of return Br , instead of Ir ”. However, in case when IBs retain PER and IRR to 
smooth PSIAs holders payout, we define the DCR “as the additional potential losses, not 
covered by the accumulated prudential reserves PER and IRR, that IBs shareholders absorb (if 
necessary) to make sure that the PSIAU holders are paid a rate of return equivalent to a 
benchmark rate of return Br , instead of Ir ”. 
 
The Value-at-risk (hereafter, VaR) is the typical tool used by most banks to assess the required 
economic capital to cover potential losses deriving from the risks they undertaken. VaR still 
plays a fundamental role in banks’ risk management today.  The VaR, as a measure of risk, is 
well-known in financial mathematics and has become a standard risk measure for financial risk 
management and regulation due to its conceptual simplicity and ease of computation 
(Kaplanski and Levy, 2007). We apply the VaR approach to this new banking issue although 
the method is quite standard (See Artzner et al., 1999; Yamai and Yoshiba, 2005) to develop an 
internal model to assess the capital charge needed to cover DCR. The maximum potential loss 
that the IBs shareholders could absorb in case of risk transfer to shareholders, we note the 
DCR-VaR, is obtained by VaR, for a given confidence level α’ and a given holding period T. 
The DCR-VaR measures the worst loss to be borne by shareholders and represents the capital 
charge to be set aside to cover such potential loss.

DCR-VaR is given by ''
~ VaRXp         (4) 

  Where:  
VaRα’ : Possible maximum loss over a given holding period within a fixed 

confidence level α’. 

X~  : Random variable denoting the profits and losses which is equal to the 
transfer (if any) from PSIAU holders to shareholders. The determination 
of the potential profits and losses X~ is explained in the table 1. 

 
Below, we explain steps to estimate the DCR-VaR. First, we present a methodology of 
calculation of the actual returns on PSIAU deposits. Second, we identify the scenarios of DCR 
exposure to assess the Profits and Losses for shareholders related to DCR. Third, we compute 
the DCR-VaR and the alpha “ ”. 
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2.2.1. Distribution of profits between PSIAU holders and 
shareholders and calculation of the actual returns 
attributed to PSIAU holders, IR .  

The calculation of profits on PSIAU deposits presented below follows the AAOIFI Shariah 
Standard 40 on “Distribution of Profit in Mudarabah-based Investments Accounts”, the 
AAOIFI Financial Accounting Standard 27 on “Investment Accounts” and the IFSB standards 
(IFSB-15, 2013; IFSB-17, 2015; IFSB-2, 2005). We consider also AAOIFI and IFSB 
guidelines in terms of retention of recommended prudential reserves, PER and IRR. We note 
that there is no single industry model for measuring Mudarabah profits as well as the actual 
returns to PSIAs holders, IR , and  no specific supervisory disclosure on PER  and IRR or other 
reserves are required. We consider AAOIFI and IFSB guidelines since they represent the main 
reference bodies that aim to regulate and harmonize Islamic financial institutions practices in 
terms of accounting, governance and risk management. 
 
DCR comes from the fact that the rate of return on PSIAU falls below a threshold. From the 
balance sheet identity, we know that the amount invested in assets portfolio, A, is the sum of 
bank shareholders' funds, we note K, and the unrestricted investment accounts PSIAU: 

uPSIAKA                       (5) 
A represents the portfolio of assets jointly financed by the shareholders' funds K and the PSIAU 
holders' funds.  
From the gross income generated from the jointly financed assets A, AR , the Profit 
Equalization Reserve (PER) is retained.  
 
The PER is set aside before allocation of profits between shareholders and PSIAU holders and 
calculation of the IB Mudarib share and reduces thus the returns actually distributed to both 
shareholders and PSIAU depositors. The components of the accumulated PER that are owned 
pro-rata by PSIAU depositors and the shareholders serve to smooth profit payouts attributable to 
PSIAU holders and shareholders when returns decline (but positive returns). 
 
The gross income net on PER for the year is equal to ARp1 , where p is the proportion of 
PER retained for the year. 
 
As we supposed that the bank shareholders' funds (K) and the unrestricted investment accounts 
(PSIAU ) are commingled to finance assets (A), the gross income net on PER is then divided 
between the profit going to bank shareholders and the profit going to PSIAU holders in 
proportion to their investment (as requires the Musharaka contract). It is important to note that 
even if the incentives of shareholders and PSIAU are similar, the latter are more sensitive to an 
adverse change in the performance of their deposited funds due to shorter investment horizon 
of their investment, lower diversification of their portfolios, and to higher liquidity constraints 
(Toumi et al., 2012). Both don’t have the same risk/return preferences. 
 
From the balance sheet identity (5) and the definition of PER, we obtain: 
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ARpAxARpAxARp
A

uPSIA
ARp

A
K

ARp ~1~11~1~1~1   (6) 

 
From the Mudarabah profits, the IB charges a commission, k, as manager of the PSIAU. This 
commission represents the Mudarib share. The return on the PSIAU deposits net of Mudarib 
share is:  

AA Rkpx ~11              (7) 
where k is the Mudarib share in % of asset return.
 
The IB retains the Investment Risk Reserve (IRR), a proportion i, from the income attributed to 
PSIAU holders. The return on the PSIAU is: 

AAI RikpxR ~111~         (8) 
 
The IRR is set aside from investment profits attributable to PSIAU holders, after deducting the 
bank's Muḍarib share. The accumulated IRR, which belongs entirely to PSIAU holders, can be 
used only to cushion any losses (negative returns) attributable to PSIAU holders that might arise 
from time to time. 
 
The income is attributed to PSIAU holders after setting aside the reserves (PER and IRR) and 
deducting the bank’s share of Mudarib. 
However, if the IB realizes losses on assets portfolio financed jointly by the shareholders' 
equity and PSIAU deposits, the losses are borne by shareholders and PSIAU holders in 
proportion to their contributions (see the AAOIFI financial accounting Standard 4 on 
Musharaka). No reserve is retained in this case. The potential amount of losses attributed to 
PSIAU holders, before smoothing techniques are applied, is: AAI RxR ~~     (9)   
 

2.2.2. Measure of the potential profits and losses for IBs 
shareholders related to DCR. 

The PSIAU depositor compares his return, IR~ , with the return of a benchmark BR~ . This return 
is not necessarily known at the date of the investment. We want to know the bank equity 
amount necessary to absorb the DCR which reflects the actual risk sharing between IB 
shareholders and PSIAU holders. In spite of the existing reserve level, the return on PSIAU can 
fall below the benchmark level. We identify five scenarios depending on the level of existing 
PER and IRR reserves (see table1). If these reserves are sufficient to avoid the transfer of 
income from shareholders to PSIAU depositors, the IB is not exposed to DCR (Scenarios 1, 2 
and 4). In the opposite case, if these reserves are insufficient and the transfer of some 
proportion of shareholders returns to depositors is necessary, then the DCR is positive 
(scenarios 3,5 and 6). 
 

 
2.2.3.  Actual DCR-VaR estimation 
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As we explained above (See equation 4), the equity level, DCR-VaR, not covered by the 
existing PER and IRR reserves will be obtained by the Value-at-Risk for a given probability 
α’and a given time horizon T. The DCR-VaR is given by '~

'VaRXp     
where:  
X~ : Random variable denoting the profits and losses for shareholders related to DCR (See 
equations from 10 to 15 in table 1). In general, acceBRIRX ~~~     (16) 

With: 

acce  is the amount of accumulated reserves (PER and/or IRR). The level of reserves used 
depends on the values of the rates of returns as explained in the table 1. 
 

The DCR-VaR is given thus by ''~~ VaRacceBRIRp      (17) 

 
2.2.4.  “ ” estimation 

For  alpha “ ”, the coefficient in the supervisory discretion formula of calculation of the 
capital adequacy ratio CAR for IBs, we could adopt the same IFSB approach by calculating the 
ratio of the actual DCR to the Maximum DCR but by using the Value-at-Risk as tool of risk 
measure instead of the standard deviation, we note ”,. 
 
To calculate the actual DCR, we follow the methodology explained above to measure the 
actual DCR-VaR where the investment returns on PSIAU correspond to the actual returns to 
PSIAU holders (with considering the smoothing practices). Whereas, to calculate the Maximum 
DCR, we should calculate the Maximum DCR-VaR where the investment returns on PSIAU 
correspond to the theoretical attributable returns to PSIAU holders without considering 
smoothing practices, we note '

IR . The theoretical return '
IR is equal to the agreed Mudarabah 

profit share of PSIAs holders before any transfers in or out of the PER and/or IRR. If we 
consider the same reasoning explained in 2.2.1 for investment returns calculation, the 
theoretical agreed return on the PSIAU is: 

AAI RkxR ~1'~            (18) 

Furthermore, if we consider the same reasoning explained in 2.3 for DCR-VaR estimation, the 
Maximum DCR-VaR is given thus by '~'~

'VaRRRp BI     (19) 
 
The coefficient in the supervisory discretion formula, , is given by the following ratio: 

         (20) 

 
2.2.5. Extreme Value Theory (DCR-EVT-VaR ) 

The assessment of VaR based on the EVT considers the non-normality of the financial returns 
series and catches their heavy tails behavior, allowing a deeper tail analysis of our rate of return 
series. Two approaches exist in the extreme value theory: the Fisher-Tippett approach or the 
block maxima and the Peaks Over Threshold (POT) approach. The latter approach, known also 
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as the generalized Pareto approach, is the most common method used when identifying the 
distribution of the series over a certain level. 
 
The Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) estimator of the VaR at level  with threshold  is 
obtained as follows (Coles, 2001): 

                                         (21) 

where: 
is the number of excesses beyond the threshold  . 

,  are the scale and shape parameters respectively.  
 
For the purpose of estimating the Value-at-Risk for different horizons, we need to make an 
assumption on the whole distribution and not just the tail part which is the case for the 
generalized Pareto distribution (GPD). The mixture GPD distribution is an outstanding tool to 
meet this objective. 

2.2.5.1.Mixture GPD 
The mixture GPD is a wide range of models that mix typically a Generalized Pareto 
distribution (GPD) for the tail part and parametric, semi-parametric or nonparametric models 
for the bulk part. (MacDonald et al., 2011) constructed a model based on a mixture of a GPD 
for tail parts and kernel density estimator for the bulk part. The motivation for formulating such 
a model is that they aim to provide a more flexible framework for extreme value analysis. The 
two-tailed kernel GPD model is more flexible than other models as the choice of the bulk 
distribution could affect the tail estimation.  
A recent simulation study (Scarrott and Hu, 2013) has shown that the GPD-Kernel-GPD model 
performs well when dealing with the estimation of quantiles, especially with unknown 
population distributions. 
 
The cumulative distribution function of the model is defined below: 
 

                                   (22) 

 
where: 

 : the mixture distribution parameters 
 : the kernel function estimator of the distribution function  
 : the unconditional GPD distribution function adjusted to the right tail 

extremes ( . 
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 : the unconditional GPD distribution function adjusted to the left tail 
extremes ( . 

 : the right tail fraction estimated as the proportion of observations 
above the threshold . 

 : the left tail fraction estimated as the proportion of observations 
below the threshold  

 
2.2.5.2.Threshold selection and GPD Parameter 

Estimation 
Threshold selection is a sensitive issue involving a tradeoff between bias and variance. The 
threshold must be high enough to reduce the bias and ensure that the asymptotics underlying 
the GPD approximation for tails are reliable, thus reducing the bias. However, the reduced 
sample size for high thresholds increases the variance of the parameter estimates. 
 
3. Empirical application: DCR-VaR assessment in Bahrain IBs 

 
3.1.Sample and data 

To assess the internal model of DCR-VaR, we consider Bahrain banking sector as case study. 
Our choice is motivated by many reasons. First, studies reveal that Bahrain IBs have on 
average higher profit distribution management to mitigate the DCR in the Islamic banking 
industry compared to IBs in 17 countries (i.e. (Farook et al., 2012)). Second, the Central Bank 
of Bahrain (Hereafter, CBB) sets guidelines regarding the DCR since 2008 and requires IBs to 
disclose minimum financial information related to DCR. Third, CBB requires IBs to retain the 
prudential reserves PER and IRR as recommended by AAOIFI and IFSB. Fourth, CBB requires 
banks to establish an internal process to monitor the overall capital adequacy taking into 
account all relevant risk factors. The internal process is a requirement under Pillar 2 of the 
Basel accord that seeks to ensure appropriate identification, measurement, aggregation and 
monitoring of all risks the bank is exposed to and to relate the level of internal capital to the 
bank overall risk profile and business plan. The CBB Basel III guidelines outlining the capital 
adequacy framework for banks incorporated in Bahrain became effective from 1 January 2015.  
 
Regarding DCR, the CBB requires IBs to disclose the bank's policy on DCR, including the 
framework for managing the expectations of its shareholders and PSIAU holders, the sharing of 
risks among the various stakeholders, and the range and measures of risk facing PSIAU holders 
based on the bank's general business strategies and investment policies. The CBB requires also 
disclosure of historical data over the past five years for the Mudarib share, the Mudarabah 
profits earned for PSIAU holders before any smoothing, the Mudarabah profits paid out to 
PSIAU holders after any smoothing, the movement of PER and IRR, the variations in Mudarib's 
agreed profit-sharing ratio from the contractually agreed ratio and the market benchmark rates 
selected by the bank. The CBB requires also five years comparison analysis of investment 
returns paid to PSIAU holders in relation to the market benchmark and other more advanced 
analyses (See CBB  Rulebook, Volume 2–Islamic banks, Section: PD-1.3.41). 
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Despite these requirements by the CBB, the financial disclosure quality related to DCR varies 
from Bahrain IB to another in practice. Table 2 reports the process we follow to filter IBs. The 
screening process depends on the liabilities side structure and the disclosure of the DCR related 
information in IBs. We retain only Bahrain IBs that hold PSIAU governed under Mudarabah 
contract and that disclose required information on DCR exposure in their annual reports. The 
sampled banks include fully-fledged IBs and hybrid banks that offer Islamic financial services 
(CBs with Islamic windows). We realized that hybrid banks do not publish their accounts 
separately when we proceeded to data selection and are thus eliminated. At final, we retain only 
3 IBs from 25 sampled banks. Data are collected from their annual reports. The considered 
period is 2005-2015. 
 
Table 3 presents variables collected from the annual reports of the three selected IBs needed to 
assess the DCR-VaR.  
 
 
PSIAU deposits represent significant funding sources for Bank A, Bank B and Bank C as shown 
by the descriptive statistics of the PSIAU to total asset ratio (Table 4). The proportion of the 
PSIAU ranges on average from 35 % to 70 % reflects the importance of managing the related 
risks. In their annual reports, the sampled IBs report that the shareholders' equity is comingled 
with the funds of PSIAU holders and invested together. The PSIAU holders authorize the IB to 
invest their funds in any investments approved by the Shariah supervisory board without any 
preconditions. 
 
 
For all periods considered (see table 4), the sampled banks clearly mention in their annual 
reports that the failure to pay the expected returns to PSIAU holders exposes the bank to DCR 
leading to loss of reputation and business. Banks regular monitor the rates of return offered by 
competitors to evaluate the expectations of their PSIAU depositors. All sampled banks mitigate 
the DCR by setting up and maintaining an appropriate level of PER and IRR to smooth returns 
to PSIA holders. Movements of PER and IRR during the year are reported in reserves 
movement tables in the annual reports of the selected banks. 
 

3.2. DCR-VaR estimation methodologies 
In order to estimate the DCR-VaR, we choose to combine two data selection methodologies. 
The first is based on the annual DCR Profit and Loss series of the selected three banks (A, B 
and C). The second is based on market data in which we make certain assumptions concerning 
the banks’ investment portfolio and the benchmark portfolio to calculate DCR Profit and Loss 
series.  
 

3.2.1. Methodology 1  
In order to quantify the DCR-VaR, we generate the series of the actual DCR annual Profits and 
losses based on the identified scenarios (see table 1) that depend on the level of accumulated 
reserves ( taccper , ) and ( taccirr , ), the annual actual rate of return on PSIAU ( tIr , ) and the annual 
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benchmark rate of return ( tBr , ). We compare tIr , to tBr , and the existing taccper , and taccirr , . If a 

scenario of loss is identified and the exposure to DCR is positive, the DCR-Loss is calculated 
from the equations 12, 13, 14 or 15. Contrary, if no exposure to DCR is detected, the DCR- 
Profit is calculated from the equations 10 or 11. We generate also the series of the Maximum 
DCR annual Profits and Losses by calculating the difference between the annual theoretical 
rate of return on PSIAU ( tIr ,' ) and the annual benchmark rate of return ( tBr , ). 

 
3.2.1.1. Summary statistics: 

Descriptive statistics of the annual actual rate of return before smoothing ( Ir ), the annual 

theoretical rate of return on PSIAU ( tIr ,' ), the annual benchmark rate of return ( Br ), the annual 
DCR Profit and Loss in % of PISAU (DCR P&L % PSIAU) and the Maximum annual DCR 
Profit and Loss in % of PISAU (Max DCR P&L % PSIAU) are presented respectively in tables 
5 and 6. 
 
 
 
From table 5 we observe that Bank B depicts an actual rate of return sufficiently high in 
comparison with the benchmark value leading to a safe position according to the DCR. Bank 
A’s actual rate of return is close to the benchmark value on average but remains greater. Bank 
C's actual rate of return seems to be the most volatile rate in comparison with its peers. We see 
from table 6 that on average banks A and B are not exposed to the DCR, unlike bank C. As far 
as the actual rate of return on the PSIAU is positive, only the accumulated PER is involved in 
the smoothing process of the distributed profit to the PSIAU holders. In the case of bank C, 
these reserves seem insufficient to make the smoothed return reach the benchmark rate.  
 

3.2.1.2. DCR-VaR and alpha  estimation 
 
The average analysis of the bank DCR profile needs to be completed by an advanced analysis 
based on the extreme risk analysis. To assess extreme quantiles with samples of small size, 
which is the case for our annual report data; we need to fit a continuous distribution to the 
empirical distribution. Since the Shapiro Wilk test (SW.P-Value in table 6), do not reject the 
null hypothesis at significance level 1 %, we assume a normal distribution for our DCR P&L 
rate data.  
 
Table 7 presents the values of DCR-VaR and those based on IFSB and CBB requirements. 
Column 2 of table 7 gives the minimum capital required for DCR-IFSB in Bahrain calculated 
from the annual report of 2015. The required equity for DCR is calculated by the formula of 
12,5%*50%*risk weighted assets financed by PSIAU(credit risk + market risk).  
Columns (3-8) of table 7 present the one year actual Parametric-DCR-VaR for each bank for 
different levels (5 %, 1 % and 0.5 %). The volume of equity needed for each level of risk is 
given by multiplying the actual DCR-VaR in % PSIAU by the volume of PSIAU in 2015. We 
see that for bank B the extreme exposure at a level of 5 % presents a profit on the DCR and not 
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a loss. The extreme risk analysis via the actual DCR-VaR measure draws a comparative DCR 
profile: it seems that Bank B is farther from the DCR extreme exposure, unlike its counterpart 
Bank C. Furthermore, the comparative analysis of the required DCR-IFSB with the actual 
DCR-VaR shows that, for bank A, the values are close unlike for Bank C. This result reveals 
that the value of 50% (alpha) required by CBB in the capital adequacy ratio does not reflect the 
actual exposure of IBs to DCR since it doesn’t take into consideration the specificities of each 
IB's own practices in terms of smoothing practices. This result is confirmed by the comparison 
between the  with . 
Columns (9-14) of table 7 give the one year parametric maximum DCR-VaR for each bank for 
different levels (5 %, 1 % and 0.5 %) that we need to estimate the  for each bank. The 

value of  is given by the ratio   (see columns 16-18). We calculated 

 for different level of risk. The comparative analysis of  values of each bank 
with that of recommended by CBB,  (column 15), reveals the great disparity between 
the required alpha coefficient by the CBB (50%) and the actual alpha coefficient that should be 
considered by IBs to calculate an adequate capital adequacy ratio. It is important to note that 
the capital adequacy ratio is highly sensitive to changes in the value of alpha coefficient . 
Employing a non-reasonably realistic value will not provide an adequately accurate measure of 
IBs capital adequacy. An inaccurate assessment might lead to IBs being significantly 
undercapitalized which therefore threatens financial stability. Conversely, carrying excess 
amounts of capital would negatively affect the economic efficiency of IBs and could impair 
their ability to compete. For these reasons, regulators should ensure that capital requirement 
should reflect as accurately as possible the actual DCR exposure of IBs. When we compare 

 with our results on , banks A and C seem to be undercapitalized while 
bank B seems to be highly capitalized in terms of minimum capital requirement to DCR. 
 
 

3.2.2. Methodology 2  
 
We consider a second methodology to assess the actual DCR-VaR based on market data 
because the historical data on returns offered on PSIAU are available only for few years. The 
majority of IBs publish annual information. Selected IBs don’t’ disclose sufficient monthly or 
quarterly financial information to better assess the DCR-VaR. 
Following classical financial theory, we assume that the IBs invest in a diversified portfolio A. 
The benchmark portfolio is also a diversified portfolio B. So we assume that sampled banks 
invest in the S&P Bahrain Shariah index as a proxy of a Shariah compliant portfolio, noted A. 
We define the S&P Bahrain index as a benchmark portfolio, noted B. Daily indexes prices are 
extracted from the DataStream database for the period 18/02/2010 to 31/12/2015. The studied 
series correspond to the indexes daily prices. The rates of returns, Ar~ , are the logarithmic daily 
rates of returns of S&P Bahrain Shariah index and represent proxies of the daily gross rates of 
return on portfolio investment before allocation between the shareholders and the PSIAU 
holders and calculation of the IB Mudarib share. 
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The actual returns on PSIAU, Ir~ , are calculated as the product of Ar~  and the distribution factor f  

where: 
assetsfinancedlyjofromincomeGross

tIR
f

int
,  (see equation 8) 

 
 
We note that the profit distribution factor f is equal to 1 in case of negative rate of return on 
assets Ar~  (see equation 9). 

From the Ir~ time series, we obtain the actual DCR Profit and Loss time series (Actual DCR 

P&L) depending on level of Ir~  (in comparison with Br~ ) and the level of existing reserves peracc 

and irracc, as explained in the development model. We consider equations (10) to (15) to 
calculate the actual DCR P&L for each scenario. 
 

3.2.2.1.Summary statistics 
Although the asset rate of return is on average higher than the benchmark value, we see from 
table 9 that the actual rate of return before smoothing for our sampled banks is on average 
lower than the benchmark value. This is because we apply a factor <1 when rA is positive and 
equal to 1 when it is negative, causing the mean to move more to the negative side. Bank B 
actually has the highest actual return rate as its distribution factor is the highest (see table 8). 
 
 
Table 10 shows the descriptive statistics of the actual DCR P&L per bank. From an average 
analysis, the three sampled banks are exposed to the DCR. It also appears that from an average 
risk adjusted return, bank B is the least exposed to the DCR risk. These results agree with our 
first empirical methodology based on the annual financial report data. 
 
From table 10, we see that the skewness is positive for the different banks, which means that 
the histogram for daily DCR P&L is skewed right with a longer right tail and a concentration of 
the distribution mass on the left. The kurtosis is significantly greater than 3 for the three-series 
revealing a leptokurtic distribution with fat tails compared with the normal distribution. Jarques 
Bera statistics reject the null hypothesis and suggest that the distribution deviates strongly from 
normal.  
 
[Insert FIG 1] 
 
 
FIG 1 sets out the Q-Q plot for the DCR P&L rate for each bank. We observe that the empirical 
distribution tails draw significantly away from the line of the theoretical values of the normal 
distribution quantiles. This feature argues for the use of advanced risk measure methods which 
consider this stylized fact of our rate of returns series. In the following section, we propose the 
extreme value theory as one of the most accurate and important frameworks to the value at risk 
framework. 
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3.2.2.2. DCR-VaR estimation  
In order to estimate the actual DCR-VaR, we consider three methods: the historical non-
parametric approach, the Gaussian VaR and the Extreme Value Theory EVT- VaR. We aim to 
compute the VaR based on these three methods for different horizons. This is motivated by the 
existence of different investment horizons or holding periods for the PSIAU which in general 
are longer than the one-day or 10-day horizons used in the banking regulatory contexts. 
 
Threshold selection and GPD Parameter Estimation: 
To obtain the optimal threshold, we combine two threshold selection approaches: a graphical 
approach via the mean excess function plot and an automated selection threshold approach 
based on the multiple ordered null hypothesis test (Brian et al., 2016). According to the mean 
excess function plot, the range of the plausible threshold starts when the sample mean excess 
function has a positive slope. In fact, the estimated mean excess function is an up linear 
function in u. The automated selection threshold approach is based on an ordered goodness of 
fit test which tests the fitting of the GPD for a window of ordered thresholds. The best is that 
which minimizes the distance (Anderson-Darling, Cramer Von-Mises test) between the 
empirical and the fitted GPD.  This test is subjected to two stopping rules developed by G’Sell 
et al. (2015) capable of controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) or the expected proportion of 
incorrectly rejected null hypotheses among all rejections at the alpha test significance level. 
The results of the threshold selection process are presented in table 11. The Anderson-Darling 
test does not reject the adjustment of the GPD on the series tail. These results consolidate 
graphical adjustment of the GPD distribution on the series rate of return (See FIG 2). 
 
 
The shape parameters are positive for both tails. This means that the series exhibits a fat tail on 
both sides. The ratio ) is greater than 1, which means that the 
frequency of occurrence of daily substantial loss is less than extreme gain for the three banks. 
 
[Insert FIG 2] 
 
Assessment of the T-hold period Value-at-Risk: 
The issue with long term VaR consists in the fact that the desired forecast horizon deviates 
from the observation frequency of the data. Three methods exist to calculate long-term VaR. 
The first is based on measuring the value changes that occur during the entire holding period. 
This approach induces a significant reduction in the number of observations. Using a moving 
window may alter the series dynamic by creating an artificial linear dependence (Mittnik, 
2011). The second approach, relevant only in an i.i.d Gaussian context, allows time scaling by 
means of the square-root-of-T rule (Danielsson and Zigrand, 2006). The third, which remains 
the most suitable for a non – Gaussian framework, is based on the Monte Carlo methods, 
especially the bootstrap techniques which use repeated random sampling procedures to estimate 
the sampling risk factor distribution over time (Murphy, 2012), from which we can estimate the 
VaR for different horizons. The bootstrap can be non-parametric based on random sampling 
with replacement from the empirical distribution. This type of bootstrap is used to assess the 
historical VaR for different horizons. The parametric bootstrap assumes a parametric family of 
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distributions for the risk factor and uses the estimated parameters to simulate samples. The two 
kinds of bootstrap require the same iteration steps, the difference is that for the non-parametric 
bootstrap, the samples are not simulated by means of a random number generator, but 
generated directly from the observed historical data and do not require any statistical 
assumption beyond the stationarity of the historical series. 
 
We summarize below the bootstrap algorithm used to estimate the sampling distribution and 
assess the Value at Risk for T-hold period: 
 

1. Generate a sample of the daily return  of size T, the horizon of the hold period. The 
sampling generation can be based on a parametric or non-parametric bootstrap. 

2. Compute  for this random bootstrap sample based on the following compound return 
formula:  

           (23) 
 

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 K times until sufficient accuracy is obtained.   
 
Hence, we end up with bootstrap values ( , , …, ).  We will use these sampling 
distribution values to assess the value at risk.  
 
Actual DCR-VaR estimation  
Table 12 presents the estimated 1 day, 1 month and 1 year VaR based on the historical 
simulation, bootstrap Gaussian and mixture GPD methods giving the potential extreme losses 
related to the portfolio of three banks (A, B and C) (expressed in % of PSIAU) for different 
levels (5 %, 1 % and 0.5 %). The table 13 presents the amount of equity needed to cover losses 
on PSIAU (by multiplying the DCR-VaR rate by the volume of PSIAU). 
 
We observe that the risk model is very important mainly for the 1 day horizon. In fact, making 
a gaussian assumption underestimates the extreme losses. This underestimation increases with 
the level of the VaR, which is logical as the normal distribution underestimates the moments of 
higher order. For a long-term VaR, the risk diminishes. This can be explained in part by the fact 
that the one-year VaR forecast based on daily returns implied a high horizon forecast that could 
significantly affect the forecast performance. The difference in the extreme DCR exposure 
between banks is increasingly pronounced with the prediction horizon. These results stemmed 
from the ability of bank B to generate the highest level of actual return rate on the year. 
 
To summarize this section, results on table 13 provide the DCR-VaR calculated based on daily 
data where we make assumptions on IBs investments. It illustrates a second methodology to 
estimate DCR-VaR in absence of sufficient specific bank data.  We add to this approach a 
measure of the extreme risk under extreme event via the extreme value theory. Extreme event 
risk is present in all areas of risk management. One of the greatest challenges to the risk 
manager is to implement risk management models which allow for rare but damaging events, 
and permit the measurement of their consequences. 
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We find different results from table 7 in terms of the needed equity to DCR. Multiple 
quantitative finance and mathematical methods exist for risk management purposes; the 
parametric-VaR and Extreme value theory-VaR are one of them. Different models under 
different assumptions give different results. Our results highlight the importance for regulators 
and risk managers in IBs to implement an adequate method to measure the needed equity to 
cover the DCR because the amount could have great impact in the capital adequacy ratio of the 
IB.  
4. Conclusion 

A necessary consequence of the market constraints to ensure the competitiveness of the Islamic 
banking system is a potential transfer of risk to IBs shareholders, a phenomenon known as the 
displaced commercial risk (DCR). 
 
The main objective of the research is to provide a measure of the DCR based on quantitative 
finance tool, the value-at-risk (VaR). The equity level to cover the DCR, we note the DCR-
VaR, is obtained for a given probability level and a given time horizon. We choose the VaR 
since it represents a reference in the banking sector and widely used as a tool of risk 
measurement. To conduct our analysis, we first identified the scenarios of DCR exposure of an 
IB to assess the DCR profits and losses for IB shareholders. The identified scenarios include 
setting up situations that the IB identifies as the most adverse based on its investment portfolio 
characteristics. Second, we develop an internal model based on Value-at-Risk to compute the 
risk which has the advantage of being developed in a manner that is consistent with the activity 
characteristics and the organization set up in the IB. Added to the parametric VaR, we 
performed an advanced analysis based on the extreme risk analysis using the Extreme Value 
Theory (VaR–EVT). The comparative analysis of values of our DCR-VaR equity with that of 
required by CBB and IFSB reveals great differences in values. The results point the necessity to 
consider IBs specificities in managing the DCR to assess the risk exposure and the related 
coefficient of alpha  in the capital adequacy ratio.  
 
Our methodology would be an alternative way to measure the needed capital charge to cover 
the DCR of the IFSB especially that its capital framework directive allows for an internal 
model approach. Our methodology has the advantages that, first it takes into consideration the 
IBs PSIAU returns smoothing policies in terms of reserves retention; second it employs a better 
measure of risk than the standard deviation suggested by the IFSB; and third it considers the 
extreme losses via the Extreme Value Theory-VaR approach. Our research findings suggest 
that in practice there is a significant absorption of risk by IBs shareholders even the risk 
profiles of sampled IBs diverge. Given that many IBs operate in very competitive dual banking 
environments, the ability to maximize risk-adjusted returns on investment and sustain stable 
and competitive returns to PSIAU holders is an important element in ensuring the 
competitiveness of the Islamic banking system in the whole financial system. Managing DCR 
is also important to avoid liquidity and withdrawal risk with its systemic characteristics.  
 
Our research would be an interesting addition to the literature and has potential to offer new 
perspective to the DCR issue. For future development, we highlight the importance of 
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optimizing the asset management to generate sufficient profit in order to outperform the 
benchmark portfolio and set aside sufficient reserves to cover extreme losses. We highlight also 
the importance of choice of the benchmark return because it mainly impacts the amount of 
equity needed to cover the DCR. As a work in progress on DCR, we recommend also 
replicating our research at larger sample and different jurisdictions to ensure the consistency of 
our findings and implications. 
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FIG 1: Q-Q plot of daily DCR P&L% PSIAU 

 
 
 
 
 
FIG 2: Mixture GPD adjustment for daily P&L %PSIAU 

(bank A, bank B and bank C) 
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Table 1: Scenarios of exposure to DCR and calculation of potential DCR Profits and losses (DCR P&L) 
Scenario Explanation 
Scenario 1  

BI RR  

No exposure to DCR. The amount of potential profit (X) for the IB:  

BI RRX                                                                                                                             (10) 
Scenario 2 

IB

BI

RRPER
RR0

 

The difference between the realized return on PSIAU and the benchmark return is absorbed by the 
existing PER =>No exposure to DCR. The amount of potential profit (X) for the IB: 

BaccI RPERRX
                                    (11) 

 
Scenario 3  

IB

BI

RRPER
RR0

 

The actual return on PSIAU is low (and positive) and the difference between the realized return on 
PSIAU and the benchmark return is not absorbed by the existing PER => IBs smooth returns by using 
the PER only since this reserve serves to increase only low (but positive) rates of return on PSIAU. The 
amount of potential losses (X) for IBs shareholders is then: 

BaccI RPERRX                                                                                                            (12) 

Scenario 4  

Bacc

Iacc

BI

RPER
RIRR

RR 0

 

The actual rate of return on PSIAU is negative and the IBs dispose of sufficient IRR to cover losses and 
sufficient accumulated PER to smooth returns and match the benchmark return =>No exposure to DCR. 
The amount of potential profit (X) for the IB shareholders: 

BaccaccI RPERIRRRX                                                                                           (13) 

where: 0accI IRRR  
λ is the proportion of IRR needed  to absorb the actual loss; 0 < λ ≤1. 

Scenario 5  

Bacc

Iacc

BI

RPER
RIRR
RR 0

 

 

The actual rate of return on PSIAU is negative and the IBs dispose of sufficient accumulated IRR to 
cover losses and insufficient accumulated PER to smooth returns => The loss is covered totally by the 
accumulated IRR (a proportion or 100 % of accumulated IRR). The accumulated PER (insufficient) 
serves to partially smooth the returns on PSIAU. The amount of potential losses (X) that would be 
supported by the IB shareholders is then:  

BaccaccI RPERIRRRX                                                                                            (14) 

Where: 0accI IRRR ; λ is the proportion of IRR needed  to absorb the actual loss; 0 < λ ≤1. 

Scenario 6 

Iacc

BI

RIRR

RR 0
 

The actual rate of return on PSIAU is negative and the IBs dispose of insufficient accumulated IRR to 
cover losses => The IBs use the combination of the two types of reserves: the accumulated IRR serves 
to cover some of the losses and the accumulated PER serves to smooth the return on PSIAU (partially or 
totally depending on the level of PER compared to BR ). The amount of potential profit or loss (X) for 

IBs shareholders is then: 

BaccaccI RPERIRRRX                                                                                             (15) 
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Table 2: Screening process for IBs selection 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
25 banks from Bahrain 
(IBs and CBs with 
Islamic windows) 

16 banks retained 
because they are exposed 
to DCR since they collect 
PSIAU funds under 
Mudarabah contract. 

5 banks retained since 
they disclose minimum 
information about their 
DCR exposure. 

3 banks retained for the 
study: Bank A, Bank B 
and Bank C (fully-fledged 
IBs) 

 9 banks excluded 
because they are not 
concerned by the DCR. 
The Bank does not accept 
PSIAU under Mudarabah 
contract. 

11 banks excluded 
because no disclosure of 
information related to 
DCR. The bank just 
mention in the annual 
report that it manage it.  

2 banks excluded due to 
lack of data (incomplete 
information about PER 
and IRR movement 
during the periods of the 
study). 

 
 
 
 
Table 3: DCR-VaR Model Parameters 
Parameters Explanation Sources 

U
tPSIA  Volume of the unrestricted profit sharing investment account for 

the year t. 
Balance sheet 

taccPER ,  The existing profit equalization reserve for the year t. Table of PER movement or 
Pillar 3 disclosure notes 

taccper ,  The existing profit equalization reserve for the year t in % PSIAU 

U
,

, PSIA
tacc

tacc

PER
per  

Authors' calculation from the 
bank annual report 

taccIRR ,  The existing investment risk reserve for the year t. Table of IRR movement or 
Pillar 3 disclosure notes 

taccirr ,  The existing investment risk reserve for the year t in % PSIAU 

U
,

, PSIA
tacc

tacc

IRR
irr  

Authors' calculation from the 
bank annual report 

PERtransfered, t The amount of PER transferred during the year to PSIA holders to 
maintain a certain level of returns. 

Table of PER movement or 
Pillar 3 disclosure notes 

IRRtransfered, t The amount of IRR transferred during the year to PSIA holders to 
maintain a certain level of returns. 

Table of IRR movement or 
Pillar 3 disclosure notes 

tIR ,  Actual returns on U
tPSIA  before smoothing (before transferring 

PERtransfered,t and IRRtransfered, t to increase the profit for the year) 
disclosed in the income statement for the year t. 

Authors' calculation 
 

tIr ,  Actual rate of return on U
tPSIA  before smoothing (in % of 

PSIAU) 

U
,

, PSIA
ti

ti

R
r  

Authors' calculation 

tBR ,  Mean of benchmark returns offered by competitors. The 
competitors of each bank are the remaining IBs of the sample.  

Authors' calculation 

tBr ,  Benchmark rate of return offered by competitors. We assume that, 
for each bank, the benchmark rate of return is equal to the average 

rates of return distributed on U
tPSIA  of the other IBs of the 

Authors' calculation 
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sample. U, PSIA
Bt

tB
Rr  

tAR ,  Gross return on assets jointly financed by shareholders' equity and 
U
tPSIA  funds. 

Income statement 

 
 
 
Table 4: Descriptive statistics of PSIAU to total asset ratio (Annual data) 
 Bank A Bank B Bank C 
Period 2005-2015 2008-2015 2005-2015 
Mean 0.355 0.691 0.708 
Median 0.408 0.685 0.714 
St. Dev 0.177 0.023 0.072 
Minimum 0.068 0.661 0.612 
Maximum 0.579 0.735 0.794 
Obs. 11 8 11 
 
 
 
Table 5: Descriptive statistics for the annual returns Ir , Ir ' , Br  and the reserves peracc and irracc (% PSIAU) 
 Bank A Bank B Bank C 

 rI r’I rB perac

c 
irracc rI r’I rB perac

c 
irracc rI r’I rB perac

c 
irracc 

Mean 3.9
% 

4,2
% 

3.5
% 

0,23
% 

0,16
% 5% 5,2

% 
2.7
% 
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Table 6: Descriptive statistics for actual and maximum the annual DCR Profit &Loss % PSIAU 
 Actual DCR P&L % PSIAU Maximum DCR P&L % PSIAU 
 Bank A Bank B Bank C Bank A Bank B Bank C 
Mean 0,0048 0,023 -0,0188 0,007 0,024 -0,024 
Median 0.00017 0.025 -0,0199 0,006 0,025 -0,024 
Std. Dev 0.009 0.01 0.011 0,011 0,01 0,009 
Kurtosis(appl) -1.89 -0.225 2.05 -1,77 -0,444 -1,59 
Skewness 0.278 -0.896 -0.970 0,28 -0,812 0,378 
Minimum -0.006 0.005 -0.045 -0,006 0,006 -0,028 
Maximum 0.0169 0.034 -0.004 0,022 0,035 -0,017 
SW.P-Value 0.061 0.338 0.203 0,036 0,357 0,333 
Obs. 11 8 11 11 8 11 

 
 
 
Table 7: Actual and Maximum DCR-VaR (1 year) and estimation of alpha” ” 
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Table 8: Calculated profit distribution factor f 
f 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 Mean 
Bank A 0.238 0.324 0.443 0.318 0.282 0.295 0.316 
Bank B 0.652 0.743 0.709 0.722 0.727 0.609 0.694 
Bank C 0.154 0.241 0.339 0.456 0.446 0.536 0.362 
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Table 9: Descriptive statistics of rA, rI and rB time series 
 rA rB rI_Bank A rI_Bank B rI_Bank C 
Mean -5.48E-04 -3.41E-05 -3.09E-05 -3.70E-04 -2.16E-04 
Median 0.00E+00 8.01E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
Std 1.29E-02 6.42E-05 3.51E-03 9.09E-03 4.13E-03 
Kurtosis 1.03E+01 8.62E+00 1.47E+01 9.57E+00 1.51E+01 
Skewness -5.31E-01 -4.75E-01 3.81E-01 -3.70E-01 -9.59E-01 
Minimum -1.11E-01 -5.21E-02 -2.84E-02 -7.25E-02 -4.72E-02 
Maximum 7.53E-02 4.64E-02 2.67E-02 5.59E-02 2.04E-02 
Obs 1530 1530 1530 1530 1530 
 
 
 
 

Table 10: Descriptive statistics of DCR P&L % PSIAU 

 DCR P&L %PSIA 
 Bank A Bank B Bank C 
Mean -2.76E-03 -0.51E-03 -2.81E-03 
Median -1.19E-04 0.00E+00 -2.17E-04 
Std. Dev 9.04E-03 9.92E-03 9.03E-03 
Kurtosis 9.33E+00 6.84E+00 9.26E+00 
Skewness -1.22E+00 -8.32E-01 -1.20E+00 
Minimum -7.59E-02 -7.59E-02 -7.59E-02 
Maximum 5.48E-02 5.65E-02 5.42E-02 
JB test 5.89E+03 3.14E+03 5.80E+03 
 
 
 
Table 11: Threshold selection and parameter estimation 
 Left Tail Right Tail 
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0.224  
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0.303   
(0.716) 
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C 

-6.27E-03 11% 0.12463 0.00548 
0.24 
(0.715) 

3.69E-03 15% 0.1884 0.005 
0.243 
(0.839) 
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Table 12: 1 day, 1 month and 1 year DCR VaR in % PSIAU 

(Historical simulation, bootstrap Gaussian and mixture GPD VaR) 
 1 day Historical bootstrap VaR 1 day bootstrap Gaussian VaR 1 day bootsrap mixture EVT VaR 
 VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% 
Bank A -2% -3.76% -4.28% -1.81% -2.47% -2. 71% -1.97% -3.57% -4.32% 
Bank B -1.93% -3.72% -4.15% -1.79% -2.49% -2. 75% -1.90% -3.48% -4.22% 
Bank C -2.02% -3.77% -4.29% -1.83% -2.48% -2. 73% -1.99% -3.59% -4.33% 
 1 month Historical bootstrap VaR 1 month bootstrap Gaussian VaR 1 month bootsrap mixture EVT VaR 
 VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% 
Bank A -12.47% -15.52% -16.76% -12.19% -15.02% -16.06% -12.45% -15.59% -16.77% 
Bank B -10.75% -14.49% -16.37% -10.44% -13.12% -13.94% -10.35% -14.02% -15.33% 
Bank C -12.63% -15.71% -17.35% -12.34% -14.79% -15.57% -12.78% -16.15% -16.80% 
 1 year Historical bootstrap VaR 1 year bootstrap Gaussian VaR 1 year bootsrap mixture EVT VaR 
 VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% 
Bank A -61.35% -64.87% -66.03% -61.74% -65.17% -66.11% -61.85% -65.41% -66.98% 
Bank B -48.38% -54.13% -56.12% -48.25% -53.35% -55.06% -48.77% -54.01% -56.52% 
Bank C -62.28% -66.66% -67.46% -62.21% -66.24% -67.75% -62.28% -65.96% -67.29% 

 
 
 
Table 13: VaR, the amount of equity needed to cover losses (1 day, 1 month and 1 year) 
(Historical simulation, Gaussian and Mixture Extreme Value (GPD-Kernel-GPD, McDonald (2011)) VaR 

 1 day Historical bootstrap VaR 1 day bootstrap Gaussian VaR 1 day bootsrap mixture EVT VaR 
 VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% 
Bank A -7206.74 -13791.18 -14914.41 -6659.09 -8987.23 -9843.16 -7152.98 -12920.19 -15619.29 
Bank B -23369.14 -44982.54 -49018.76 -22137.38 -30536.74 -33624.74 -23114.05 -42360.03 -51309.12 
Bank C -11562.68 -22418.29 -24240.74 -10845.62 -14626.14 -16016.03 -11570.99 -20784.80 -25279.75 
 1 month Historical bootstrap VaR 1 month bootstrap Gaussian VaR 1 month bootsrap mixture EVT VaR 
 VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% 
Bank A -41193.83 -58761.59 -63446.79 -46154.75 -56863.33 -60810.24 -47151.88 -59014.94 -63486.33 
Bank B -133807.49 -180355.75 -203774.45 -129959.08 -163301.13 -173532.27 -128776.83 -174434.34 -190830.91 
Bank C -77751.67 -96717.37 -106797.3 -75940.10 -91047.06 -95798.01 -78646.98 -99400.41 -103376.25 
 1 year Historical bootstrap VaR 1 year bootstrap Gaussian VaR 1 year bootsrap mixture EVT VaR 
 VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% VaR 5% VaR 1% VaR 0,5% 
Bank A -232276.54 -245580.36 -249979.47 -233758.54 -246733.85 -250289.91 -234161.52 -247627.24 -253580.37 
Bank B -602076.51 -673748.75 -698519.27 -600529.26 -663943.39 -685243.99 -607019.60 -672161.57 -703465.41 
Bank C -383320.71 -408252.11 -415189.07 -382869.76 -407664.13 -416950.32 -383338.21 -405986.19 -414150.08 
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